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Specification Item No. Picture Mark 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: black              
350mm diameter                  
rim color: blue 

JDMST-1 black spoke with 
blue rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: black               
350mm diameter                      

rim color: red

JDMST-2 black spoke with red 
rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: black           
350mm diameter                     
rim color: gold 

JDMST-3 black spoke with 
gold rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: black            
350mm diameter                     
rim color: silver

JDMST-4 black spoke with 
silver rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: black           
350mm diameter                   
rim color: black  

JDMST-5 black spoke with 
black rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                          
350mm diameter                               

spoke color: silver              
rim color: blue               

JDMST-6 silver spoke with 
blue rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: silver           
350mm diameter                  

rim color: red     

JDMST-7 silver spoke with red 
rim 

 Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: silver            
350mm diameter                  
rim color: gold                

JDMST-8 silver spoke with 
gold rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: silver          
350mm diameter                  
rim color: silver

JDMST-9 silver spoke with 
silver rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: silver            
350mm diameter                  
rim color: black 

JDMST-10 silver spoke with 
black rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: neo chrome          

350mm diameter                  
rim color: blue  

JDMST-11 neo chrome spoke 
with blue rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: neo chrome           

350mm diameter                  
rim color: red

JDMST-12 neo chrome spoke 
with red rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: neo chrome      

350mm diameter                  
rim color: gold

JDMST-13 neo chrome spoke 
with gold rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: neo chrome      

350mm diameter                  
rim color: silver

JDMST-14 neo chrome spoke 
with silver rim 

Racing steering wheel         
material: real carbon fiber             

3 spoke                            
spoke color: neo chrome      

350mm diameter                  
rim color: black

JDMST-15 neo chrome spoke 
with black rim 

MOMO steering wheel          
material: suede                     

3 spoke                                 
deep dish: 90mm               
diameter: 350mm 

JDMST-16 black spoke 

MOMO drifting steering 
wheel                            

material:real leather                   
3 spoke                                 

deep dish: 90mm         
diameter: 350mm 

JDMST-17 black spoke 

MOMO drifting steering 
wheel                            

material: PVC leather                   
3 spoke                                 

diameter: 350mm           

JDMST-18 blue

JDMST-19 red

JDMST-20 silver

OMP steering wheel          
material: suede                     

3 spoke                                 
deep dish: 90mm            
diameter: 350mm 

JDMST-21 black spoke 

SPARCO steering wheel          
material: PVC leather                   

3 spoke                                 
deep dish: 90mm            
diameter: 350mm 

JDMST-22 black spoke 

MOMO Quick Release

JDQR-1 blue

JDQR-2 red

JDQR-3 gold

JDQR-4 silver

JDQR-5 black 

SPARCO Quick Release

JDQR-6 blue

JDQR-7 red

JDQR-8 gold

JDQR-9 silver

JDQR-10 black 

SPARCO Quick Release 

JDQR-11 blue  

JDQR-12 red 

JDQR-13 gold

JDQR-14 black 

Thin Quick Release

JDQR-15 blue

JDQR-16 red

JDQR-17 silver

JDQR-18 black 

Steering Wheel Boss Kit 
Hub

OM-33 / M-1 Mitsubishi

OT-47 / T-2 Toyota
OH-90/OH-1/

OH-124 Honda

E-30 / E36 BMW

N-6 Nissan

R-2 Mazda, Ford

I-1 Isuzu

SU-5/SU-1 Suzuki

VW-4 VW, Poussin

VW-4A
VW, Jetta, Chery, 
Antelope, Polo, 

Bora,Golf

Remarks:

1. Trade Term: EXW Guangzhou

2. Delivery: 5-7 working days after confirmation

3. Packing: carton 

4. Payments: T/T, Western Union 


